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Background

Purpose
ü make “barrier-free map” in Kyoto for all kinds of 

people
ü propose ideas to solve “barriers” around us 

without any constructions (time and money).

Kiyomizudera Temple

Fushimi Inari
Taisha Shrine

Kyoto Station

Discussion & Summary
What we can do is…

Kiyomizudera Temple

Fushimi Inari Taisha Shrine

ü We went to Tokyo this summer and made
“barrier-free maps” of Shibuya with college and
other senior high school students.

What is barrier-free?
- designed or planned to remove barriers so
that people with disabilities are not prevented
from using something

We expand the target of barrier-free to all
people, including…

elderly people children

people from
foreign country

pregnant
women

people with
visual impairment

people in
wheelchair

Hiyoshigaoka
High School

ü We discussed what barrier is,
for whom the barrier is, and
how we can solve the barriers.

ü to make “barrier-free maps” so that people coming to Kyoto can know where barrier and barrier-free 
points are in advance.

ü to increase actions to talk to people who have troubles or problems and give helping hands.

“Long slope” is a barrier
mainly for elderly people.

We can give a helping
hand to them.

“Sign only in Japanese” is
a barrier mainly for people
from foreign country.

We can explain meaning of
the sign as volunteers.

“gravel road to the slope”
is a barrier mainly for
people in wheelchair.

We can take them to the
slope.

A slope is good, but…

“Slope” to a store for
people in wheelchair.
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barrier

barrier-free

“Sign in other languages
than Japanese” for
people from foreign
countries.

barrier-free

JAPAN WALK GUIDE
JAPAN WALK GUIDE is a software created by
NTT by which we can make barrier-free maps.
Everyone can add “barrier” and “barrier-free”
points in Japan to JAPAN WALK GUIDE.

Please add new
points around you!

ü Although Kyoto has famous sightseeing spots
and more and more people come to Kyoto, there
still are many “barrier” points.

ü We want to make “barrier-free maps” of Kyoto,
especially two famous sightseeing spots for
people visiting them.

ü We want to propose ideas that solve the
“barriers” without time and money.

All kinds of people will not
feel they have handicaps or
disabilities in near future!
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(We call these actions “soft barrier-frees”.)
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